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Abstract
A classical result by Rabin states that if a set of trees and its complement are both Büchi deﬁnable
in the monadic second order logic, then these sets are weakly deﬁnable. In the language of -calculi,
this theorem asserts the equality between the complexity classes 2 ∩2 and Comp(1,1) of the
ﬁxed-point alternation-depth hierarchy of the -calculus of tree languages. It is natural to ask whether
at higher levels of the hierarchy the ambiguous classes n+1 ∩n+1 and the composition classes
Comp(n,n) are equal, and for which -calculi.
The ﬁrst result of this paper is that the alternation-depth hierarchy of the games -calculus—whose
canonical interpretation is the class of all complete lattices—enjoys this property. More explicitly,
every parity gamewhich is equivalent both to a game inn+1 and to a game inn+1 is also equivalent
to a game obtained by composing games in n andn.
The second result is that the alternation-depth hierarchy of the -calculus of tree languages does
not enjoy the property. Taking into account that any Büchi deﬁnable set is recognized by a nondeter-
ministic Büchi automaton, we generalize Rabin’s result in terms of the following separation theorem:
if two disjoint languages are recognized by nondeterministicn+1 automata, then there exists a third
language recognized by an alternating automaton inComp(n,n) containing one and disjoint from
the other.
Finally, we lift the results obtained for the -calculus of tree languages to the propositional modal
-calculus: ambiguous classes do not coincide with composition classes, but a separation theorem is
established for disjunctive formulas.
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0. Introduction
Roughly speaking, a -calculus [4] is a set of syntactical entities together with formal
ﬁxed-point operations  and  and a substitution operation. These entities come with a
functional interpretation on a given class K of complete lattices: each entity t is interpreted
as a monotonic mapping from Lar(t) to L, where L is a complete lattice in K and ar(t) is
the arity of t. The terms x.t and x.t of a -calculus are interpreted as the (parameterized)
least and greatest ﬁxed-points of the interpretation of t, while substitution is interpreted as
functional composition; in particular x.t and t[x.t/x]—for  ∈ {, }—denote the same
object.
As an example, the collection of parity alternating automata (on inﬁnite words, inﬁnite
complete trees, etc.) is such a -calculus. The only complete lattice in the class K is the
powerset of the set of inﬁnite words, inﬁnite complete trees, etc. The interpretation of an
automaton, as an entity of the -calculus with empty arity, coincides with the language of
objects it accepts. The syntactical entities of a -calculus are often terms of a theory—in
the usual sense from universal algebra—which happens to be an iteration theory [8] in two
different ways. In this case the syntactical entities are called -terms.
The extremal ﬁxed-point operations of -calculi are syntactic operators analogous to
quantiﬁers. There have been a few proposals to classify -terms into classes according to
the number of nested applications of ﬁxed-point operations [23,25,34,26]; most of them
turn out to be equivalent and give rise to the alternation-depth hierarchy. We recall here
its algebraic deﬁnition—as found in [25]—which also gives a measure of the distance
of -calculi from iteration theories. The class 0 = 0 is the class of -terms with no
application of the ﬁxed-point operations; n+1 (resp. n+1) is the closure of n and n
under the composition (i.e., substitution) operation and the least ﬁxed-point operation (resp.
the greatest ﬁxed-point operation). Also, the class Comp(n,n) is deﬁned as the closure
of n andn under the composition operation. These classes are ordered by the inclusions
as shown in Fig. 1. As far as we are dealing with the syntax these inclusions are obviously
strict. However, if a -calculus comes with an intended interpretation, the relevant question
is whether these inclusions are strict in the interpretation, i.e., whether for each class there
exists a -term in it which is semantically equivalent to no term in a class of lower level. This
problem—the strictness of the alternation-depth hierarchy—has no obvious answer. For the
propositional modal -calculus [19] the strictness of the hierarchy was shown in [9,22].
Fig. 1. The alternation-depth hierarchy.
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For the -calculus of tree languages the hierarchy was shown to be strict in [1]. For the
-calculus of parity games—which are interpreted in the class of all complete lattices—the
hierarchy was proved strict in [30]. On the other hand, if parity games are interpreted only
on distributive complete lattices, then every -term turns out to be equivalent to a term
in 0.
In this paper we investigate a different problem. It is easily seen that the relation
n+1 ∩n+1 = Comp(n,n) (1)
holds in every -calculus at the syntactic level. It can be asked whether such equality still
holds with respect to a given semantics: if a -term t is semantically equivalent both to
a -term in n+1 and to a -term in n+1, is it equivalent to a term in Comp(n,n)?
The ambiguous class of level n is the collection of all terms semantically equivalent to
a -term in n+1 and to a -term in n+1; deciding whether the above equality holds
with respect to a given semantics is the ambiguous classes problem. The name is borrowed
from the ambiguous classes in the Borel hierarchy [18, Section 22.E]. In this context the
Hausdorff–Kuratowski theorem provides a constructive characterization of these classes.A
positive answer to our ambiguous classes problemwould provide an analogous constructive
characterization.
Theproblemhas its origins in a result ofRabin [29]: if a tree language is bothBüchi and co-
Büchi then it is deﬁnable in weak monadic second order logic. In [3] the authors succeeded
to settle Rabin’s result in the language of -calculi: a Büchi set is a language recognized by a
nondeterministic automaton in2, while a weakly deﬁnable set is a language recognizable
by an alternating automaton—see [24]—in Comp(1,1) . Since a language is recognized
by an automaton in2 if and only if its complement is recognized by an automaton in 2
and every 2 language is Büchi deﬁnable [2,17,4], Rabin’s result was transformed into:
2 ∩ 2 = Comp(1,1). A similar result 1 ∩ 1 = Comp(0,0) = 0 trivially
holds.
Further evidences have motivated us to a deeper investigation of these relationships. For
example, it is an easy exercise to show that if a language of inﬁnite words is accepted both
by a deterministic automaton in n+1 and by a deterministic automaton inn+1, then this
language is accepted by a deterministic automaton in Comp(n,n). The reader should be
aware that questions related to the alternation-depth hierarchy for deterministic automata on
inﬁnite words tend to be easy, in particular this hierarchy is decidable [37,28]. Recently, the
results stating the identity between ambiguous classes and composition classes at the lower
level of the hierarchy were lifted from the -calculus of tree languages to the propositional
modal -calculus [20,21].
In this paper we investigate the ambiguous classes problem for the -calculus of parity
games, the -calculus of tree languages, and for the propositional modal -calculus.
Parity games. Parity games are a fundamental tool in the theory of automata recog-
nizing inﬁnite objects and of the logics by which languages of these objects are deﬁned
[36]. Among these logics we list monadic second order logic, the propositional modal -
calculus, and the collection of their fragments, i.e., logics of computation such as PDL, LTL,
CTL, etc.
The spreaduse of parity games in these contexts should not be a surprise. In themonograph
[4] it is shown that layered systems of positive Boolean equations are solved by ﬁnding
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winning strategies in parity games. The combinatorics of parity games is similar to the one
of automata, thus a -calculus structure on the collection of parity games can be deﬁned in
analogy with the -calculus of automata.A major difﬁculty arises in deﬁning the semantics
of this -calculus. An obvious choice—analogous to the case of automata—is to say that
the interpretation of a game is whether some distinguished position is winning or not. Since
there are only two objects in the interpretation domain, such a -calculus does not look
very interesting. Similarly, a semantics of parity games over the class of all distributive
lattices would not be interesting, as a consequence of the fact that the alternation hierarchy
is degenerate over this domain. In order to ﬁnd an interesting semantics—with the goal
of distinguishing behavioral aspects of games and strategies—one interprets parity games
on the class of all complete lattices. 1 This is the interpretation of parity games studied in
[32,30]. There a preorder  on the collection G of parity games is constructively deﬁned
and the quotient G/∼ of this collection under the equivalence relation induced by  is
shown to be a lattice—although not a complete one—where the interpretation of x.G is
indeed an extremal ﬁxed-point. This is moreover the universal -lattice, that is the universal
lattice in which every -term has an interpretation. This algebraic object is universal in that
two -terms s, t satisfy s t in G/∼ if and only if this relation holds in every lattice where
all -terms are interpretable. Moreover, it was proved that the relation s t holds in G/∼ if
and only if it holds in every complete lattice.
In this paper we show that, for the -calculus of games with its interpretation in the class
of all complete lattices, the equality (1) holds semantically, for every n0.
The proof of this heavily depends on the constructive characterization of the relation  .
For two parity gamesG andH, the relationGH holds if and only if a chosen player has a
winning strategy in a compound game 〈〈G,H 〉〉.A winning strategy for this player is treated
as a formal proof, with the proviso that such a formal proof could have inﬁnite branches or
cycles. This is the reason for which in a previous work [31] we have called these winning
strategies circular proofs. The tools used in the proof are of a proof-theoretic nature: the
main technical proposition is an interpolation theorem 2 that we prove essentially with
Maehara’s method [35, Section 1.6.5].
Tree languages. Contrary to the case of games, we prove that identity (1) does not hold
for tree languages, for n2. The proof of this result is quite similar to the proof of the
strictness of the -calculus hierarchy [1,4] and uses the same diagonalization argument.
Considering the interpretation of Rabin’s result [29] given in [3], a new question arises:
why does this equality hold for n = 1 and what are the speciﬁc properties of2 (or2) that
imply the particular case? Our answer sounds as follows:2 is the only class (with1 and
1) which has the property that an automaton is equivalent to a nondeterministic automa-
ton in the same class [4]. This property suggests that, for tree automata, there is another
possible generalization of relations such as (1) and 2 ∩ 2 = Comp(1,1). We prove
1Another possibility is to deﬁne a categorical semantics of parity games: in this case the algebraic interpretation
of a parity game is a nontrivial set which turns out to coincide with the set of deterministic winning strategies for
a given player. This idea was pursued in [33].
2 This interpolation result concerns the hierarchy of ﬁxed-points; it contrasts with the uniform interpolation
property of the modal -calculus [10] which concerns the common language of two formulas and does not take
into account the hierarchy of ﬁxed-points, since the main tool to prove it are disjunctive normal forms.
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the following generalization: if L and its complement are recognized by nondeterministic
n+1 automata, then they are in Comp(n,n). We obtain this result as a corollary of a
stronger separation result: ifA and B are two nondeterministic automata inn+1 such that
L(A) ∩ L(B) = ∅, then there exists an alternating automaton C in Comp(n,n) such
that L(A) ⊆ L(C) ⊆ L(B). The automaton C need not be nondeterministic. The proof
combines a technique that we have introduced for parity games with the construction of an
alternating automaton of [20].
The modal -calculus. Finally, we explicitly generalize the results obtained for tree
languages to the propositional modal -calculus: with respect to the class of all Kripke
frames, we show that equality (1) does not hold for n2. A separation theorem holds for
the class of disjunctive formulas: 3 ifA andB are two disjunctive formulas inn+1 such
thatA∧B has no Kripke model, then there is a formula C in Comp(n,n) such that the
formulasA⇒ C and C⇒ ¬B hold in every Kripke model.
1. The -calculus of parity games
Deﬁnition 1.1. A parity game with draws is a tuple
G = 〈PosGE , PosGA , PosGD,MG,G〉
where:
• PosGE , PosGA , PosGD are ﬁnite pairwise disjoint sets of positions (Eva’s positions,Adam’s
positions, and draw positions),
• MG, the set of moves, is a subset of (PosGE ∪ PosGA )× (PosGE ∪ PosGA ∪ PosGD),
• G is a mapping from (PosGE ∪ PosGA ) toN.
Whenever an initial position is speciﬁed, these data deﬁne a game between player Eva
and player Adam. The outcome of a ﬁnite play is determined according to the normal play
condition: a player who cannot move loses. It can also be a draw, if a position in PosGD
is reached. 4 The outcome of an inﬁnite play { gk }k0—where (gk, gk+1) ∈ MG for all
k0—is determined by means of the rank function G as follows: it is a win for Eva if and
only if the number
limsupk G(gk) = max { i ∈ N | ∃ inﬁnitely many k s.t. G(gk) = i }
is even. To simplify the notation, we shall use PosGE,A for the set Pos
G
E ∪ PosGA and use
similar notations such as PosGE,D , etc. We letMax
G = max G(PosGE,A) if the set PosGE,A
is not empty, and MaxG = −1 otherwise.
3 Disjunctive formulas were introduced in [15] to generalize to the modal -calculus nondeterministic tree
automata.
4 Observe that there are no possible moves from a position in PosG
D
.
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1.1. Operations on parity games
Wedeﬁne now some operations on games as well as some constant games.When deﬁning
operations on games we shall always assume that the sets of positions of distinct games are
pairwise disjoint.
Meets and joins. For any ﬁnite set I, ∧I is the game deﬁned by letting PosE = ∅,
PosA = {p0}, PosD = I ,M = { (p0, i) | i ∈ I } (where p0 ∈ I ), (p0) = 0. The game∨
I is deﬁned similarly, exchanging PosE and PosA.
Composition operation. Given two games G and H and a mapping  : PGD −→ PHE,A,D ,
the game K = G ◦ H is deﬁned as follows:
• PosKE = PosGE ∪ PosHE ,
• PosKA = PosGA ∪ PosHA ,
• PosKD = PosHD ,
• MK = (MG ∩ (PosGE,A × PosGE,A)) ∪ MH
∪ { (p,(p′)) | (p, p′) ∈ MG ∩ (PosGE,A × PosGD) } .
• K is such that its restrictions to the positions of G and H are respectively equal to G
and H .
Sum operation. Given a ﬁnite collection of parity games Gi , i ∈ I , their sum H =∑
i∈I Gi is deﬁned in the obvious way:
• PHZ =
⋃
i∈I P
Gi
Z , for Z ∈ {E,A,D},
• MH =⋃i∈I MGi ,
• H is such that its restriction to the positions of each Gi is equal to Gi .
Fixed-point operations. If G is a game, a system on G is a tuple S = 〈E,A,M〉 where:
• E and A are pairwise disjoint subsets of PosGD ,
• M ⊆ (E ∪ A)× PosGE,A,D .
Given a system S and  ∈ {, }, we deﬁne the parity game S.G:
• PosS .GE = PosGE ∪ E,
• PosS .GA = PosGA ∪ A,
• PosS .GD = PosGD − (E ∪ A),
• MS .G = MG ∪M ,
• S .G is the extension of G to E ∪ A such that:
◦ if  = , then S .G takes on E ∪A the constant valueMaxG if this number is odd or
MaxG + 1 if MaxG is even,
◦ if  = , then S .G takes on E ∪ A the constant value MaxG if this number is even
or MaxG + 1 if MaxG is odd.
Predecessor game. Let G be a game such that MaxG = −1, i.e., there is at least one
position in PosGE,A. Let Top
G = { g ∈ PosGE,A |G(g) = MaxG }, then the predecessor
game G− is deﬁned as follows:
• PosG−E = PosGE − TopG,
• PosG−A = PosGA − TopG,
• PosG−D = PosGD ∪ TopG,
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• MG− = MG − (TopG × PosGE,A,D),
• G− is the restriction of G to PosG−E,A.
1.2. Semantics of parity games
Given a complete lattice L, the interpretation of a parity gameG is going to be amonotone
mapping of the form
||G|| : LPGD −→ LPGE,A ,
where, for an arbitrary set X, LX = ∏x∈X L is the X-fold product lattice of L with itself.
If g ∈ PosGA,E then ||Gg|| will denote the projection of ||G|| onto the g coordinate. Any
parity game G can be reconstructed in a unique way from the predecessor gameG− by one
application of some ﬁxed-point operation S ; moreover the predecessor game is “simpler”.
Thus we deﬁne the interpretation of a parity game inductively. If PGE,A = ∅, then LP
G
E,A =
L∅ = 1, the complete lattices with just one element, and there is just one possible deﬁnition
of the mapping ||G||. Otherwise, ifMaxG is odd, then ||G|| is the parameterized least ﬁxed-
point of the monotone mapping
L
PGE,A × LPGD −→ LPGE,A
deﬁned by the system of equations:
xg =

∨ { xg′ | (g, g′) ∈ MG } if g ∈ PosGE ∩ TopG,∧ { xg′ | (g, g′) ∈ MG } if g ∈ PosGA ∩ TopG,
||G−g ||(XTopG,XPosGD ) otherwise.
If MaxG is even, then ||G|| is the parameterized greatest ﬁxed-point of this mapping.
1.3. Parity games as a -calculus
Let X be a countable set of variables. A pointed parity game (with labeled draws) is a
tuple 〈G,pG , G〉 where G is a parity game, pG ∈ PosGE,A,D is a speciﬁed initial position,
and G : PosGD −→ X is a labeling of draw positions by variables. With G we shall denote
the collection of all pointed parity games with labeled draws; as no confusion will arise,
we will call a pointed parity game with labeled draws simply a “game”. Similarly, we shall
abuse the notation and writeG to denote the entire tuple 〈G,pG , G〉.With the notationGg
we shall denote the game that differs from G only in that the initial position is now g, i.e.,
p
Gg
 = g.
We give the collection G the structure of a -calculus, as deﬁned in [4, Section 2.1]. If
x is a variable, the game xˆ has just one draw position labeled by x. The arity of a game G,
denoted by ar(G), is the set of variables G(PosGD).
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A substitution is a mapping 	 : X −→ G; given a game G and a substitution 	, the
composition of G and 	—for which we use the notation G[	]—is deﬁned as
G[	] =
(
G ◦
∑
x∈ar(G)
	(x)
)
,
where (g) = p	(G(g)) for g ∈ PosGD . Moreover, pG[	] = pG and G[	](p) = 	(x)(p)
whenever p ∈ Pos	(x)D . Therefore ar(G[	]) =
⋃
x∈ar(G) ar(	(x)).
Similarly, given G in G and x ∈ X, let Posx = { g ∈ PosGD | G(g) = x }. Deﬁne the
system S as 〈∅, P osx, Posx × {pG }〉. Then we deﬁne
x.G = (S.G) ,
where moreover x.G is the restriction of G and px.G = pG . Remark that x.G = G if
x ∈ ar(G).
The above constructions are analogous to those given in [4, Section7.2] for automata and
therefore it is possible to mimic the proof presented there to show that G, endowed with
this structure, satisﬁes the axioms of a -calculus.
Observe that the operation of forming the predecessor game G− can be extended to
pointed parity games with labeled draws if we choose a variable xg ∈ ar(G) for each
g ∈ TopG: we let in this case G− be the extension of G such that G−(g) = xg for
g ∈ TopG.
1.4. The preorder on the class of parity games
In order to describe a preorder on the class G, we shall deﬁne a new game 〈〈G,H 〉〉 for
a pair of games G and H in G. This is not a pointed parity game with draws as deﬁned in
the previous section; to emphasize this fact, the two players will be named Mediator and
Opponent instead of Eva and Adam.
Before formally deﬁning the game 〈〈G,H 〉〉, we give its informal description and expla-
nation. Mediator’s goal is to prove that the relation ||G|| ||H || holds in any complete lattice;
Opponent’s goal is to show that this relation does not hold. For example, if G = ∨i∈I Gi
has the shape of a join andH =∧j∈JHj has the shape of a meet, then this is an Opponent’s
position: Mediator should be prepared to prove ||Gi || ||Hj || for any pair of indices i and j;
Opponent should ﬁnd a pair of indices (i, j) and show that ||Gi ||||Hj ||. IfG =∧i∈IGi is
a meet and H =∨j∈J Hj is a join, then this is a Mediator’s position: Mediator should ﬁnd
either an i and show that ||Gi || ||H || or a j and show that ||G|| ||Hj ||; Opponent should be
prepared to disprove any such relation. 5
Thus the game is played on the two boards, simultaneously. At a ﬁrst approximation, a
position of 〈〈G,H 〉〉 is a pair of positions from G and H. Since we code meets as Adam’s
positions and joins as Eva’s positions, Mediator is playing with Adam on G and with
5 These moves sufﬁce for Mediator to reach his goal, as the relation  which we shall deﬁne turns out to be
transitive. This fact is analogous to a cut-elimination theorem and to Whitman’s conditions characterizing free
lattices [13].
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Eva on H; Opponent is playing with Eva on G and with Adam on H. A pair (g, h) in
PosGA × PosHE clearly belongs to Mediator and a pair (g, h) in PosGE × PosHA clearly
belongs to Opponent. Pairs in PosGE × PosHE or PosGA × PosHA are ambiguous, as both
players could play. The situation is not symmetric, however, as Opponent is obliged to play
while Mediator is allowed to play, if he wants, but he can also decide to delay his move.
In the formal deﬁnition, we code the fact that two players can play from the same pair by
duplicating every pair into a Mediator’s position and into an Opponent’s position.
Deﬁnition 1.2. The game 〈〈G,H 〉〉 is deﬁned as follows:
• The set of Mediator’s positions is
PosGE,A,D × {M} × PosHE,A,D ,
and the set of Opponent’s positions is
PosGE,A,D × {O} × PosHE,A,D .
• We describe its set of moves 6 by cases:
◦ If (g, h) ∈ (PosGE × PosHA,D) ∪ (PosGE,D × PosHA ), then there is just one “silent”
move
(g,M, h)→ (g,O, h)
and moves of the form
(g,O, h)→ (g′,M, h) (g,O, h)→ (g,M, h′)
for every move (g, g′) ∈ MG and every move (h, h′) ∈ MH .
◦ If (g, h) ∈ (PosGA × PosHE,D) ∪ (PosGA,D × PosHE ), then there is just one silent
move
(g,O, h)→ (g,M, h)
and moves of the form
(g,M, h)→ (g′,O, h) (g,M, h)→ (g,O, h′)
for every move (g, g′) ∈ MG and every move (h, h′) ∈ MH .
◦ If (g, h) ∈ (PosGE × PosHE ) then there are moves of the form
(g,O, h)→ (g′,M, h) (g,M, h)→ (g,O, h′)
for every move (g, g′) ∈ MG and every move (h, h′) ∈ MH , and moreover a silent
move
(g,M, h)→ (g,O, h) .
6 As we wish to distinguish moves coming from G and moves coming from H, the underlying graph of this
game can have distinct edges relating the same pair of vertices.
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◦ Similarly, if (g, h) ∈ (PosGA × PosHA ) then there are moves of the form
(g,M, h)→ (g′,O, h) (g,O, h)→ (g,M, h′)
for every move (g, g′) ∈ MG and every move (h, h′) ∈ MH , and moreover a silent
move
(g,M, h)→ (g,O, h) .
◦ Finally, if (g, h) ∈ PosGD × PosHD , then: If G(g) = H (h), then there is a move
(g,M, h)→ (g,O, h)
and no move from (g,O, h): that is, this is a winning position for Mediator. If
G(g) = H (h), then there is a move
(g,O, h)→ (g,M, h)
and no move from (g,M, h). The latter is a win for Opponent.
• Now let us deﬁne the winning plays for Mediator in this game. As usual a maximal
ﬁnite play is lost by the player who cannot move. For inﬁnite plays, observe that any
(maximal) play 
 in 〈〈G,H 〉〉 deﬁnes two plays (not necessarily maximal) G(
) in G
and H (
) in H. Generalizing what happens for ﬁnite plays we say that Mediator wins
an inﬁnite play 
 if and only if either G(
) is a win for Adam on G, or H (
) is a win
for Eva on H. An inﬁnite play which is not a win for Mediator is a win for Opponent.
In the above deﬁnition we must explain the meaning of statements such as “H (
) is a win
for Eva on H” whenever H (
) is a ﬁnite play which is not maximal. In this case, the last
position of the play H (
) belongs either to PosHE or to Pos
H
A : we say that this is a win
for Adam in the ﬁrst case and a win for Eva in the second case, with the intuition that the
player who gives up playing loses.
This convention allows Mediator to play just on one board and to give up on the other if
Adam has a winning strategy onG or Eva has a winning strategy onH. On the other hand, as
soon as Opponent gives up on one board, he’s going to lose. Notice that the game 〈〈G,H 〉〉
alternates between Opponent’s positions and Mediator’s positions, thus if a player among
Mediator and Opponent gives up on one board, this is indeed his own responsibility.
Finally observe that the condition (1): “G(
) is a win for Adam on G, or H (
) is a win
for Eva on H” implies but is not equivalent to (2): “if G(
) is a win for Eva on G, then
H (
) is a win for Eva on H”. The logic is complicated by the fact that G(
) could be a
draw, but this is also the only obstacle to obtain the equivalence between (1) and (2).
Deﬁnition 1.3. IfG andH belong to G, then we declare thatGH if and only if Mediator
has a winning strategy in the game 〈〈G,H 〉〉 starting from position (pG ,O, pH ).
In the following, we shall writeG ∼ H to mean thatGH andHG. We continue by
listing some useful facts about the game 〈〈G,H 〉〉 and the relation  .
Lemma 1.4. In the game 〈〈G,H 〉〉 Mediator has a winning strategy from a position of the
form (g,O, h) if and only if he has a winning strategy from (g,M, h).
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Proof. We assume ﬁrst that Mediator has a winning strategy from (g,O, h).
If g ∈ PosGE or h ∈ PosHA , then the move (g,M, h) → (g,O, h) is available to
Mediator to reach a winning position. Similarly, if (g, h) ∈ PosGD × PosHD , then relation
G(g) = H (h) holds since (g,O, h) is a winning position for Mediator; it follows that the
move (g,M, h)→ (g,O, h) is available to Mediator to reach a winning position.
If either (g, h) ∈ PosGA × PosHE,D or (g, h) ∈ PosGA,D × PosHE , then the move
(g,O, h) → (g,M, h) is the only one available to Opponent, and therefore Mediator
has a winning strategy from (g,M, h).
We suppose now that Mediator has a winning strategy S from position (g,M, h) and
construct a Mediator’s winning strategy S from position (g,O, h). We illustrate here its
use: if in a position (g,M, h) with (g, h) ∈ PosGE × PosHE Mediator does not want to
commit himself to a move on H, he can play the silent move (g,M, h) → (g,O, h) and
continue with the “delayed” strategy S.
To deﬁne the strategy S, say that the position (g,O, h) is an exit position if either there
exists a unique silent move (g,O, h)→ (g,M, h), or if the strategy S suggests to Mediator
the silent move (g,M, h)→ (g,O, h). From an exit position Mediator can “catch up” and
continue playing with S.
If (g,O, h) is not an exit position, then (g, h) ∈ PosGE×PosHE or (g, h) ∈ PosGA×PosHA ,
and we must explain how Mediator plays from such a position.
We shall assume that (g, h) ∈ PosGE × PosHE , and use an analogous argument if
(g, h) ∈ PosGA×PosHA . Suppose thatMediator’s strategy S suggests themove (g,M, h)→
(g,O, h′), then, after Opponent’s move (g,O, h) → (g′,M, h), the strategy S suggests
the move (g′,M, h) → (g′,O, h′). The following holds: from position (g′,M, h′) Medi-
ator can play according to the given winning strategy S; as a consequence, Mediator can
iterate this process from position (g′,O, h′), and this deﬁnes a local winning strategy S.
By using this strategy from a given position (g,O, h), either an exit position is eventually
hit, thus Mediator eventually uses the strategy S and wins; or the play diverges to an inﬁnite
sequence of rounds of the form
(gn,O, hn)→ (gn+1,M, hn)→ (gn+1,O, hn+1)
if (gn, hn) ∈ PosGE × PosHE , or of the form
(gn,O, hn)→ (gn,M, hn+1)→ (gn+1,O, hn+1)
if (gn, hn) ∈ PosGA × PosHA . The two projections of this play are equal to the projections
of the play
. . . (gn,M, hn)→ (gn,O, hn+1)→ (gn+1,M, hn+1) . . .
. . . (gm,M, hm)→ (gm+1,O, hm)→ (gm+1,M, hm+1) . . . ,
where (gn, hn) ∈ PosGE ×PosHE and (gm, hm) ∈ PosGA ×PosHA . This play is the outcome
of playing according to the winning strategy S, hence it is a win for Mediator. 
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Deﬁnition 1.5. An homomorphism from a game G to a game H is a mapping f from the
positions of G to the positions of H such that:
• f (pG ) = hH ,
• ifgbelongs toPosGE (resp.PosGA ) thenf (g)belongs toPosHE (resp.PosHA ) andG(g) =
H (f (g)),
• if g belongs to PosGD then f (g) belongs to PosHD and G(g) = H (f (g)),• if (g, g′) ∈ MG then (f (g), f (g′)) ∈ MH .
An homomorphism f from a game G to a game H is a bisimulation if moreover:
• for any position g of G, if (f (g), h) ∈ MH then there exists a position g′ of G such that
(g, g′) ∈ MG and h = f (g′).
Lemma 1.6. If there is a bisimulation from G to H, then G ∼ H .
Proof. We observe that both in the game 〈〈G,H 〉〉 and in the game 〈〈H,G〉〉 Mediator
can use a copycat strategy. We only show that GH , the argument for HG being
analogous.
Consider a position of the form (g,O, f (g)). If g ∈ PosGD , then f (g) ∈ PosHD and
this is a winning position for Mediator, since G(g) = H (f (g)). Otherwise, suppose that
g ∈ PosGE . If there are no moves on G, then this is a win for Mediator. If there is some
move g → g′ and Opponent plays (g,O, f (g))→ (g′,M, f (g)) thenMediator can replay
(g′,M, f (g))→ (g′,O, f (g′)). Similarly, if g ∈ PosGA and there are no moves onH from
f (g), then this is a win for Mediator. If there is some move f (g)→ h′ and Opponent plays
(g,O, f (g))→ (g,M, h′), then Mediator ﬁnds g′ such that f (g′) = h′ and then he plays
(g,M, h′)→ (g′,O, h′).
Clearly if an inﬁnite play 
 is the outcome of playing with such a strategy, then G(
)
and H (
) are both inﬁnite plays. Therefore, if G(
) is not a win for Adam on G, then it
is a win for Eva on G. This implies that H (
) = f (G(
)) is a win for Eva on H. 
Lemma 1.6 is used to establish several equivalences. Let G be a game and T ⊆ PosGE,A
be a collection of positions of G. Let XT ⊆ X be a subset of variables in bijection with T
and such that XT ∩ ar(G) = ∅. The game GTXT is obtained as follows: every position
t ∈ T is added to the set of draw positions and labeled by the variable xt corresponding to t.
Of course there are no more moves from a position t ∈ T in the gameGTXT . The relation
Gg ∼ GTXTg [Gt/xt ]t∈T holds, as a consequence of the fact that there is a bisimulation
from GTXTg [Gt/xt ] to Gg . Also, let G′g be the game obtained from Gg by considering
the reachable part from g. Again, we haveGg ∼ G′g as the inclusion of the positions ofG′g
into the positions of Gg is a bisimulation. Thus we are allowed to consider only games in
G that are reachable from the initial position.
Proposition 1.7. The relation  has the following properties:
(1) It is reﬂexive and transitive.
(2) Composition ismonotonic: IfGH and if for allx ∈ X,	(x)	′(x) thenG[	]H [	′].
(3) For any game G and any substitution 	, G∧I [	] if and only if G	(xi) for all
i ∈ I .
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(4) For any game H and any substitution 	, ∨I [	]H if and only if 	(xi)H for all
i ∈ I .
(5) For  ∈ {, }, x.G ∼ G[x.G/x].
(6) If G[H/x]H then x.GH .
(7) If GH [G/x] then Gx.H .
(8) It is the least relation on G having properties 1 to 7.
(9) It is sound and complete with respect to the class of all complete lattices:GH if and
only if for any complete lattice L and any v : X −→ L
||GpG ||(v ◦ G) ||HpH ||(v ◦ H ) .
These properties were stated and proved in [32] for a restricted class of fair games and for
a different relation  (similar to the one of [7,16]). However, we can prove the following:
(a) the relation  is indeed reﬂexive, transitive, and monotonic, (b) every game in G is
-equivalent to a fair game, (c) if G and H are fair games, then GH if and only if
G  H . From these properties, it follows that the quotient of the class of fair games under
the equivalence relation induced by  is order isomorphic to the quotient of G under the
equivalence relation ∼ and this quotient inherits all the properties proved in [32].
In particular the quotientG/∼ is a latticewhere the greatest lower bound (resp. least upper
bound) of the equivalence classes ofG1, . . . ,Gk is the equivalence class of
∧
k(G1, . . . ,Gk)
(resp.∨k(G1, . . . ,Gk)). It is a -lattice as well, meaning that all the -terms constructible
from the signature 〈,∧,⊥,∨〉 are interpretable as inﬁma, suprema, least preﬁxed-points
and greatest postﬁxed-points of previously deﬁned operations. The -lattice G/∼ is freely
generated by the set X, meaning that given any -lattice L and any mapping  : X −→ L,
there exists a unique extension of  to a mapping ′ : G/∼ −→ L that preserves the
interpretation of -terms. From this property it readily follows that  is the least preorder
having the properties listed above.
1.5. Ambiguous classes in the games -calculus
1.5.1. A combinatorial characterization of the hierarchy
In the Introduction we have presented the alternation-depth hierarchy and its classes
from an algebraic perspective.We present here an alternative deﬁnition of these classes that
emphasizes the combinatorial aspects. The combinatorics will be more manageable in our
proofs. The equivalence of the two perspectives is argued in [4, Section 8].
If G is a game then two mappings  and ′ from PosGE,A to N are said to be equivalent
with respect to G if any inﬁnite path in G is a win for a player according to  if and only if
it is a win for this player according to ′, if and only if it is a win for this player according
to G. Let G be a game and  be a mapping equivalent to G w.r.t. G. It is easily observed
that the gameG′ obtained from G by substituting the rank function  with G is equivalent
to G: G ∼ G′.
Deﬁnition 1.8. We say that a game G belongs to 0 = 0 if and only if it is acyclic. For
n1, we say that a game G belongs to n (resp. n) if there is a mapping  equivalent
to G w.r.t. G, and an odd (resp. even) number mn − 1 such that (PosGE,A) ⊆ {m −
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n + 1, . . . , m}. We say that a game belongs to Comp(n,n) if it can be obtained from
games in n and n by a sequence of applications of the composition operation of the
-calculus.
Observe that, by construction, for every n1, if G belongs to n (resp. n) then x.G
belongs ton (resp.n+1) and x.Gbelongs ton+1 (resp.n).Moreover,Comp(0,0) =
0 and in general Comp(n,n) ⊆ n+1 ∩n+1. We shall show that the converse holds
as well.
Lemma 1.9. If a game G belongs to 1 ∩1 then it is acyclic.
Proof. As G belongs to 1 ∩1 there are two mappings  and ′ equivalent to G w.r.t.
G whose images are respectively {m} and {m′}, where m is odd and m′ is even. If G is
not acyclic, there exists a position p in G and a nonempty path 
 from p to p. The inﬁnite
path 
 is a win for Adam, according to , and a win for Eva, according to ′. This is a
contradiction. 
Lemma 1.10. If a game G is strongly connected and belongs to n+1 ∩n+1 then either
it belongs to n, or it belongs ton.
Proof. If G belongs to n+1 ∩n+1 then there exist two mappings  and ′, equivalent to
G w.r.t.G, whose images are respectively included in {m−n, . . . , m} and {m′−n, . . . , m′}
where m is odd and m′ is even.
Suppose there are two positions p, p′ ∈ PosGE,A such that (p) = m and ′(p′) =
m′. Since G is strongly connected, there exists a nonempty path 
 from p to p′ and a
nonempty path 
′ from p′ to p. The maximal value of  (resp. ′) which occurs inﬁnitely
often in the path (

′) is m (resp. m′). Therefore this inﬁnite path is a win for Adam
according to  and a win for Eva according to ′, a contradiction as  and ′ are equi-
valent.
It follows that either  never takes the value m on PosGE,A or 
′ never takes the value m′
on PosGE,A. In the ﬁrst case (Pos
G
E,A) ⊆ {m− n, . . . , m− 1} andG ∈ n. In the second
case ′(PosGE,A) ⊆ {m′ − n, . . . , m′ − 1} and G ∈ n. 
Corollary 1.11. If a gameGbelongs ton+1 and ton+1, then it belongs toComp(n,n).
Proof. If n = 0 then this is Lemma 1.9. Otherwise we can construct G from its maximal
strongly connected componentsGi by means of a sequences of substitutions. According to
Lemma 1.10, each of theGi is either in n or inn. ThereforeG ∈ Comp(n,n). 
1.5.2. The semantical characterization of ambiguous classes
We have argued so far that equality (1) holds at the syntactic level. In the introduction
we have stressed that the relevant question is whether such equality holds with respect to
the given interpretation of all complete lattices. By the characterization in [32], this is the
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same as asking whether such equation holds up to the equivalence relation ∼ induced by
the preorder  .
Deﬁnition 1.12. If G ∈ G then we say that G ∈ Sn if there exists a G′ ∈ n such that
G ∼ G′. Similarly, we say that G ∈ Pn if there exists a G′ ∈ n such that G ∼ G′, and
that G ∈ Cn if there exists a G′ ∈ Comp(n,n) such that G ∼ G′.
The ambiguous class Dn is simply the intersection of Pn and Sn. The main result of this
section is the following theorem.
Theorem 1.13. The ambiguous classDn+1 = Pn+1 ∩Sn+1 and the class Cn are equal, for
every n0.
The relation Cn ⊆ Pn+1 ∩ Sn+1 immediately follows from the deﬁnition of the classes
Cn,Sn+1,Pn+1 and by relation (1). For the converse it is enough to prove the following
proposition.
Proposition 1.14. Let G and H be games in n+1 and n+1, respectively, and suppose
that GH . Then there exists a K ∈ Comp(n,n) such that GK and KH .
Indeed, ifG′ ∈ Sn+1∩Pn+1, then letG ∈ n+1 andH ∈ n+1, such thatG′ ∼ G ∼ H .
If K is as in the statement of Proposition 1.14, then the relations
G′GKHG′
exhibit G′ as a member of Cn.
Proof of Proposition 1.14. Let us ﬁxG ∈ n+1 andH ∈ n+1, thus we shall assume that
G(PosGE,A) ⊆ {m−n, . . . , m}wherem is even and that H (PosHE,A) ⊆ {m′ −n, . . . , m′}
with m′ odd. We also assume that GH and ﬁx a winning strategy for Mediator in the
game 〈〈G,H 〉〉 from position (pG ,O, pH ). This game is almost 7 a game whose set of
inﬁnite winning plays is described by a Rabin acceptance condition. Thus, if Mediator has
a winning strategy in this game, then he has a deterministic bounded memory winning
strategy as well. Therefore we shall assume that the ﬁxed winning strategy is deterministic
and has a bounded memory.We shall represent it as the tuple 〈S,U, s ,〉, where 〈S,U, s 〉
is a ﬁnite pointed graph, with set of memory states S, set of update transitions U, and an
initial state s ;  is an homomorphism of graphs from 〈S,U, s 〉 to the graph of 〈〈G,H 〉〉
(mapping every memory state to a position and an update transition to a move) with the
following properties:
• (s ) = (pG ,O, pH ),
• if s ∈ S and(s) = (g,O, h) is anOpponent’s position, then for everymove (g,O, h)→
(g′,M, h′) there exists a unique s′ such that s → s′ and (s′) = (g′,M, h′),
7 The winning condition can be described using Rabin pairs on the edges.
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• if s ∈ S and (s) = (g,M, h) is a Mediator’s position, then there exists a unique
transition s → s′,
• if s0 → s1 → . . . is an inﬁnite path in the graph 〈S,U〉, then the inﬁnite play (s0)→
(s1)→ . . . is a win for Mediator.
Recall from 1.1 the deﬁnition of the predecessor gameG−. In particular, recall that TopG =
{ g ∈ PosGE,A |G(g) = MaxG } and that TopH = {h ∈ PosHE,A |H (h) = MaxH }.
Observe that, for the games G and H under consideration, G− belongs to n and H−
belongs ton. Intuitively, our next goal is to show that we can completely decompose the
given winning strategy into a collection of local strategies that Mediator can play either in
〈〈G,H−〉〉, or in 〈〈G,H ′〉〉 for some game H ′ of the form ∧I , or in 〈〈G−, H 〉〉 or in some〈〈G′, H 〉〉 for some game G′ of the form∨I .
We shall denote by [ s ] the maximal strongly connected component of the graph 〈S,U〉
to which s belongs. We observe that the following exhaustive and exclusive cases arise:
(Ac) The component [ s ] is reduced to the singleton {s}. Observe that we cannot have a
transition s → s as the graph of 〈〈G,H 〉〉 is bipartite. Therefore the component [ s ] is
acyclic.
(Cy) The component [ s ] is cyclic (and contains at least two elements). We have the fol-
lowing subcases:
(CyA) The projection of [ s ] onto H is stuck and belongs to Adam: let s1, s2 ∈ [ s ] be
such that s1 → s2 and let (si) = (gi, Pi, hi) for i = 1, 2; then h1 = h2 ∈ PosHA and
the move (g1, P1, h1) → (g2, P2, h1) is either a left move (i.e., (g1, g2) ∈ MG) or it
is a silent move.
(CyE) The projection of [ s ] onto G is stuck and belongs to Eva: the formal deﬁnition
is obtained by exchanging H with G and Adam with Eva in the deﬁnition of (CyA).
The previous conditions do not hold and:
(CyG) The projection of [ s ] onto G contains a visit to TopG: there exists an s′ ∈ [ s ]
such that (s′) = (g′, P ′, h′) and G(g′) = Max G.
(CyH) The projection of [ s ] onto H contains a visit to TopH : there exists an s′ ∈ [ s ]
such that (s′) = (g′, P ′, h′) and H (h′) = MaxH .
(CyN) None of the previous conditions hold. In particular, for all s′ ∈ [ s ], if (s′) =
(g′, P ′, h′), g′ ∈ PosGE,A implies G(g′) < MaxG and h′ ∈ PosHE,A implies
G(h′) < MaxH .
The reader should verify that the above cases are indeed disjoint. To see that (CyA) and
(CyE) are disjoint, observe that a proper cycle in the graph of 〈〈G,H 〉〉 cannot be stuck both
on G and on H. To see that (CyG) and (CyH) are disjoint consider a maximal strongly
connected component [ s ] that visits both TopG and TopH , and a path 
 that visits all the
states in [ s ]. The unique way the path(
) can be a win in the game 〈〈G,H 〉〉 forMediator
is that the play(
) is stuck onH on anAdam’s position, in which case [ s ] satisﬁes (CyA),
or that this play is stuck on G on an Eva’s position, in which case [ s ] satisﬁes (CyE).
Deﬁnition 1.15. We say that s "→ s′ if and only if there exists a path s = s0 → s1 →
. . .→ sn = s′, but s′ does not belong to the strongly connected component of s.
Clearly, the relation s "→ s′ is irreﬂexive and acyclic, and therefore well founded.
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Lemma 1.16. Let s ∈ S and (s) = (g, P, h), where P ∈ {O,M}. Suppose that the
strongly connected component [ s ] is of type (CyG) or of type (CyN). If for each h′ ∈ TopH
there exists (h′) such that Gg′(h′) whenever s "→ s′ and (s′) = (g′, P ′, h′), then
GgH−h [(h′)/yh′ ]h′∈TopH .
Of course there is a dual lemma if the strongly connected component [ s ] is of type
(CyH); we leave to the reader to formulate it. Observe that in order to form a collection
{(h′)} satisfying the hypothesis of the lemma, it is enough to let (h′) =∨∅ if there is no
s′ such that s "→ s′ and (s′) = (g′, P ′, h′).
Proof of Lemma 1.16. The positions of the game 〈〈G,H−h [(h′)/yh′ ]h′∈TopH 〉〉 form a set
which is the disjoint union of a component PosGE,A,D×{M,O}× (PosHE,A,D−TopH ) and
of components PosGE,A,D × {M,O} × Pos(h
′)
E,A,D for h
′ ∈ TopH . Moreover, in the latter
components, the game is exactly as in 〈〈G,(h′)〉〉.
Mediator can use the strategy S from position (s) on the ﬁrst component PosGE,A,D ×
{M,O}×(PosHE,A,D−TopH ), as long as the strategy does not suggest a move (g′, P , h)→
(g′, P ′, h′) for some h′ ∈ TopH . If this is the case and if s′ is the state of the strategy that lifts
(g′, P ′, h′), then s "→ s′, because [ s ] cannot contain a visit toTopH . Hence, by assumption,
there is a winning strategy in the game 〈〈Gg′ ,(h′)〉〉 from both positions (g′,O, p(h
′)
 )
and (g′,M, p(h
′)
 ), by Lemma 1.4. The move (g′, P , h) → (g′, P ′, h′) becomes a move
to (g′, P ′, p(h
′)
 ) in 〈〈G,(h′)〉〉 and Mediator can continue with a winning strategy from
the latter position. 
We complete now the proof of Proposition 1.14 by proving the following stronger claim.
Claim 1.17. For each s ∈ S such that (s) = (g, P, h) there is a game Ks in the class
Comp(n,n) such that GgKsHh.
The proof is by induction on the well-founded relation "→ and it is subdivided into cases,
according to the type of the strongly connected component [ s ].
We suppose ﬁrst that the type of [ s ] is (Ac), so that if s → s′ then s "→ s′. Observe that
if s → s′ is a transition lifting a silent move of the form
(g,O, h)→ (g,M, h) (g,M, h)→ (g,O, h)
then there is essentially nothing to prove: we can let Ks = Ks′ since by the induction
hypothesis GgKs′Hh.
If g ∈ PosGE and P = O, then for each move (g, g′) ∈ MG there is a move (g,O, h)→
(g′,M, h) and a lifting s → s(g′) of this move. By the induction hypothesis there are
Ks(g′) ∈ Comp(n,n) such thatGg′Ks(g′)Hh. We can let Ks =∨(g,g′)∈MG Ks(g′) ∈
Comp(n,n), it follows that
Gg ∼ ∨(g,g′)∈MG Gg′ ∨(g,g′)∈MG Ks(g′)  Hh .
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Assume now that g ∈ PosGA , P = M , and that the unique transition s → s′ of the
strategy is suggesting a move of the form (g,M, h)→ (g′,M, h) for some (g, g′) ∈ MG.
We let Ks = Ks′ ∈ Comp(n,n), and knowing that Gg′Ks′Hh we derive
Gg ∼ ∧(g,g′)∈MGGg′  Gg′  Ks  Hh .
We can use a dual argument if h ∈ PosHA and P = O or if h ∈ PosHE and P = M . If
g ∈ PosGD and h ∈ PosHD , then we let Ks be the game with only one position labeled by
G(g).
We suppose now that the type of [ s ] is (CyA). Observe that if s′ ∈ [ s ] and (s′) =
(g′,O, h) is an Opponent position, then for each move (h, h′) ∈ MH there is a move
(g′,O, h) → (g′,M, h′) in 〈〈G,H 〉〉 and a lifting of this move s′ → s′(h′) in 〈S,U〉.
By deﬁnition of the type (CyA), s′(h′) ∈ [ s ], hence there exists a Ks′(h′) such that
Gg′Ks′(h′)Hh′ . We can let Ks′ = ∧(h,h′)∈MHKs′(h′) since this game belongs to
Comp(n,n) and
Gg′ 
∧
(h,h′)∈MHKs′(h′) 
∧
(h,h′)∈MHHh′ ∼ Hh .
If s′ ∈ [ s ] and (s′) = (g′,M, h), then there is a unique transition s′ → s′′. If s "→ s′′
then we can use the inductive hypothesis; otherwise, if s′′ ∈ [ s ], we observe that (s′′) =
(g′′,O, h) is an Opponent position and that we have described in the previous paragraph
how to construct Ks′′ satisfying the claim. As the relation Gg′Gg′′ holds, we can let
Ks′ = Ks′′ , since
Gg′  Gg′′  Ks′′  Hh .
We suppose now that the type of [ s ] is either (CyG) or (CyN). For each h′ ∈ TopH let
(h′) = ∨
s "→ s′
(s′) = (g′, P ′, h′)
Ks′ ,
where the Ks′ ∈ Comp(n,n) have been previously constructed and satisfy the relation
Gg′Ks′Hh′ . Observe that Gg′(h′) whenever s "→ s′ and (s′) = (g′, P ′, h′),
therefore by Lemma 1.16 the relation
GgH−h [(h′)/yh′ ]h′∈TopH
holds. Also, we have (h′)Hh′ for all h′ ∈ TopH and therefore
H−h [(h′)/yh′ ]h′∈TopH H−h [Hh′/yh′ ]h′∈TopH ,
where the last game is clearly equivalent to Hh. If we let Ks be the game
H−h [(h′)/yh′ ]h′∈TopH , then Ks belongs to Comp(n,n), since H−h ∈ n, n ⊆
Comp(n,n), and for all h′ ∈ TopH (h′) ∈ Comp(n,n). Moreover we have shown
that GgKsHh.
We can use dual arguments if the strongly connected component is of type (CyE) or
(CyH); therefore the claim holds for every s ∈ S and for s ∈ S in particular. As we have
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(s ) = (pG ,O, pH ), the relations
G = GpG Ks HpH = H ,
prove Proposition 1.14. 
Finally we remark that if there exists a bounded memory winning strategy in the game
〈〈G,H 〉〉 for Mediator, then there exists a winning strategy for Mediator of size |G| ×
|H |, where |G| = cardPosGE,A,D + cardMG is the size of a game G. This follows from
considerations developed in [11]. Thus effective bounds to constructK such thatGKH
can be extracted out of this information.
2. The -calculus of tree automata
We shall consider here tree automata over binary trees. Given a set F of binary symbols,
we recall that a binary F-tree is a mapping t from {l, r}∗ to F. The reader will convince
himself that the tools introduced in this paper can be generalized to the case of G-trees
where G is an arbitrary ﬁnite set of k-ary function symbols.
Deﬁnition 2.1. An alternating tree automaton is a tuple A = 〈X,,〉 where:
• X is a ﬁnite set of states (note that there are no initial states).
• For each x ∈ X and each f ∈ F ,(x, f ) is a positive Boolean combination of elements
of the form©d x, 8 where d is a direction from the set {l, r} and x ∈ X.
•  is a mapping from X toN.
Using the distributive law and grouping together pairs with the same direction, we can
assume that (x, f ) is normalized: that is, that it is written as
(x, f ) = ∨
j∈J
(
©l ∧
y∈Lj
y ∧©r∧
z∈Rj
z
)
.
In this casewe think of(x, f ) as a set of rules, each rule j being a pair (Lj , Rj ) of subsets of
X. We shall often make the assumption that the sets of rules (x, f ) and each of the Lj ,Rj
are not empty. This assumption is harmless, since we shall be able to construct trivial
automata with this property that recognize the empty and the total language respectively.
If for each rule j the sets Lj and Rj are singletons, then we say that the automaton is
nondeterministic.
Deﬁnition 2.1 can be generalized to endow the collection of tree automata with the
structure of a -calculus, see [4]. Classes for the ﬁxed-point alternation-depth hierarchy are
deﬁned as usual in these settings, see for example Section 1.5. For our goals it will be enough
to recall the following combinatorial characterizations. An automaton is in n (resp. n)
8 An inﬁnite binary tree is a Kripke model for a bimodal logic: states are words and the two functional transition
relations l, r take a word w to wl and to wr , respectively. Functionality implies that the dual modal operators
satisfy the equation 〈d〉x = [d]x, d ∈ {l, r}. For this reason we are using the next operator©d of temporal logic
whose standard interpretation is the successor relation on natural numbers.
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if there is an even (resp. odd) integer mn− 1 such that (X) ⊆ {m− n+ 1, . . . , m}. An
automaton is in Comp(n,n) if there is a preorder $ on X such that:
• for any x and f, if (L,R) ∈ (x, f ) and y ∈ L ∪ R, then x $ y,
• for any equivalence class X′ of X induced by $ (x is equivalent to x′ if x $ x′ and
x′ $ x), there exists mn − 1 such that (X′) ⊆ {m − n + 1, . . . , m} or (X′) ⊆
{m− n, . . . , m− 1}.
If t is a tree andA is an automaton, the parity gameG(t,A)—seeDeﬁnition 1.1—is deﬁned
as follows:
• Eva’s positions are the pairs (w, x) with w ∈ {l, r}∗ and x ∈ X. The rank of (w, x) is
(x).
• Adam’s positions are all the pairs (w, j) where j ∈ (x, t (w)) for some x ∈ X. The
rank of an Adam’s position is always 0.
• There is an Eva’s move from (w, x) to (w, j) if and only if j ∈ (x, t (w)).
• There is an Adam’s move from (w, j) to (wl, y) for any y ∈ Lj and to (wr, z) for any
z ∈ Rj .
We say that t is recognized by A from a state x if Eva has a winning strategy in G(t,A)
from position (ε, x); we denote by Lx(A) the set of trees recognized by A from x. We say
that a tree language is in Pn (resp. Sn, Cn) if there is an automaton A in n (resp. n,
Comp(n,n)) and a state x such that L = Lx(A).
Clearly, if we give the automaton A its logical interpretation (its states are logical
formulas of the propositional modal -calculus), Eva’s goal from position (w, x) is to
show that
wx .
A tree t is recognized byA if and only if εx. The deﬁnition of the parity gameG(t,A) can
be extended to the case of an automaton A where the Boolean expression (x, f ) are not
normalized. Finally, we can assume that every automatonA = 〈X,,〉 in Comp(n,n)
is such that, for each$-equivalence classX′,(X′) is included in {1, . . . , n}or in {2, . . . , n+
1}. If for some equivalence classX′ this is not the case, then we can deﬁne a new automaton
A′ = 〈X,,′〉 letting ′(x) = (x) − 2 if x ∈ X′ and ′(x) = (x) otherwise. Clearly
Lx(A′) = Lx(A) for eachx ∈ X and this transformationpreserves the classComp(n,n).
An automaton with the claimed property is obtained by iterating the transformation possibly
on different classes.
We shall make use of the following facts:
• L is in Pn if and only if L is in Sn.
• L is in Cn if and only if L is in Cn.
• If L ∈ Cn then L ∈ Sn+1 ∩ Pn+1.
The ﬁrst two statements are easily proved using the notion of a dual automaton, see [4],
while the latter is a consequence of the syntactic equality (1).
2.1. The inequality theorem
The main result of this section is the following:
Theorem 2.2. For any n2 there is a tree language in Sn+1 ∩ Pn+1 which is not in Cn.
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 1 2 · · · i · · · n− 1 n
q2 p3 q2 · · · qi · · · qn−1 qn
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
qj p3 q2 · · · qi · · · qn−1 qn
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
qn p3 q2 · · · qi · · · qn−1 qn
p3 p3 p4 · · · pi+2 · · · pn+1 qn
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
pj p3 p4 · · · pi+2 · · · pn+1 qn
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
pn+1 p3 p4 · · · pi+2 · · · pn+1 qn
Fig. 2. Sketch of the transition relation ofMn.
2.1.1. Some tree languages
With Fn we shall denote the set of binary symbols {ai, ei | 1 in}. In the rest of this
section we shall also assume that n > 2.A binary tree t over this alphabet can be interpreted
as a parity game whose set of positions is inﬁnite. A node of the treew ∈ {l, r}∗ is an Eva’s
position if t (w) ∈ {ei | 1 in}, and otherwise it is an Adam’s position. The rank of w is
i provided that t (w) ∈ {ai, ei}.
LetWn be the nondeterministic automaton (inn if n is even and inn otherwise) whose
set of states is {qi | 1 in} ∪ {q}, where the rank of qi is i and the rank of q is 2, and
whose transition function  is deﬁned as follows:
• for any i, (q, ai) = (q, ei) = {(q, q)},
• for any i and j, (qj , ai) = {(qi, qi)} and (qj , ei) = {(qi, q), (q, qi)}.
Let Mn be the nondeterministic automaton (in n if n is even and in n otherwise)
whose set of states is {qi | 2 in} ∪ {pi | 3 in+ 1} ∪ {q}, where the rank of qi and
of pi is i and the rank of q is 2, and whose transition function  is deﬁned as follows:
• for any i, (q, ai) = (q, ei) = {(q, q)},
• for any i and any q = q , (q, ai) = {(q  i, q  i)},
and (q, ei) = {(q  i, q), (q, q  i)}.
Here q  i is deﬁned as a function of q and i by means of the table in Fig. 2.
LetWn = Lq1(Wn) andMn = Lq2(Mn). One of them is in Sn and the other one in Pn.
Observe thatWn is the language of game-trees where Eva has a winning strategy from the
root.
Finally, let Kn be the set of all trees over Fn such that on each branch the set of sym-
bols which occur inﬁnitely often is included in {ai, ei | 1 in − 1} or in {ai, ei |
2 in}. Since the condition that a tree has at least one branch belonging to a given regular
-language is a Büchi condition, the complement Kn is in P2; therefore the language Kn
is in S2.
Proposition 2.3. Wn ∩Kn = Mn ∩Kn.
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Proof. AstrategyS in the gamesG(t,Wn) andG(t,Mn) consists in selecting one successor
(left or right) at each node labeled by some ei . Let tS be the (partial) tree obtained by cutting
out the non-selected successors. With each branch b of tS we associate the inﬁnite word
b˜ ∈ {1, . . . , n} by substituting i for ei or ai . The strategy S is winning if for each branch
b of tS :
Wn —the largest number that occurs inﬁnitely often in b˜ is even,
Mn —b˜ is recognized by the parity word automaton whose transitions are given in the
previous table (with q2 as initial state).
It is easy to check that if b˜ is in {1, . . . , n}∗({1, . . . , n− 1} ∪ {2, . . . , n}) then these two
conditions are equivalent. 
An immediate consequence of this proposition is that Wn ∪ Kn = Mn ∪ Kn. Since
Kn ∈ P2 ⊆ Sn ∩ Pn, we obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 2.4. Wn ∪Kn = Mn ∪Kn ∈ Sn ∩ Pn andWn ∩Kn ∈ Sn ∩ Pn.
2.1.2. The diagonal argument
Let us assume that Wn ∩ Kn is in Cn−1 ⊆ Sn ∩ Pn: there is an automaton A ∈
Comp(n−1,n−1) and a state x such thatWn∩Kn = Lx (A), and for each$-equivalence
class X′, (X′) is included in {1, . . . , n− 1} or in {2, . . . , n}.
On the algebra of inﬁnite binary trees over Fn, deﬁne the operations
A1i (y1)= ai(y1, y1)
Ak+1i (y1, . . . , yk+1)= ai(y1, Aki (y2, . . . , yk+1))
E1i (y1)= ei(y1, y1)
Ek+1i (y1, . . . , yk+1)= ei(y1, Eki (y2, . . . , yk+1)) .
Under the game theoretic interpretation, an operationAki encodes anAdam’s choice at rank
i among k possibilities; similarly for Eki and Eva. With each tree t over Fn and each state
x of A we associate the tree Gx(t) over Fn deﬁned as follows. Let i be the rank of x, let
t = f (tl, tr ) with f ∈ Fn, and let (x, f ) = {(L1, R1), . . . , (Lk, Rk)}. We deﬁne
Gx(t) = Eki (t1, . . . , tk),
where, if Lj = {y1, . . . , ykj } and Rj = {z1, . . . , zlj }, then
tj = ai
(
A
kj
i (Gy1(tl), . . . ,Gykj
(tl)), A
lj
i (Gz1(tr ), . . . ,Gzlj
(tr ))
)
.
It is proved in [1,4] that this mapping has the following properties:
Proposition 2.5. A tree t belongs to Lx(A) if and only if the tree Gx(t) belongs to Wn.
Moreover, each mapping Gx has a unique ﬁxed point tx .
Since A is in Comp(n−1,n−1), we have the additional property:
Proposition 2.6. For any t and any x, Gx(t) is in Kn.
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We can now complete our goal.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. We are assuming that A is an automaton in the class
Comp(n−1,n−1) such that for some x the language Lx (A) is equal to Wn ∩ Kn.
According to the considerations we have developed, the tree tx is inWn ∩Kn if and only
Gx (tx ) ∈ Wn, that is, if and only if tx ∈ Wn. Since tx = Gx (tx ) ∈ Kn, tx ∈ Wn ∩Kn
if and only tx ∈ Wn. Therefore tx ∈ Wn if and only if tx ∈ Wn, i.e., we have reached a
contradiction. 
2.2. The separation theorem
Say that a language L is in Pndn if there is a nondeterministic automaton A in n and a
state x such that L = Lx(A). Although Pn = Pndn for n = 2, this equality does not hold
for n > 2 [2,4]. We are going to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2.7. Let L and L′ be two disjoint tree languages over an alphabet F. If both are
in Pndn+1 (with n2) then there exists K ∈ Cn such that L ⊆ K ⊆ L′.
Note that the language K need not be recognized by a nondeterministic automaton. We
give the proof when the alphabet F has only binary symbols. The generalization to any
alphabet is straightforward.
2.2.1. A game for deciding nonemptiness
Let A = 〈X,A,A〉 and B = 〈Y,B,B〉 be two nondeterministic automata over
an alphabet F of binary symbols. Let us consider the (biparity) game G(A,B) deﬁned as
follows:
• Eva’s positions are all the pairs (x, y) ∈ X × Y .
• Adam’s positions are all the pairs (j, k)where j ∈ A(x, f ) and k ∈ B(y, f ) for some
pair (x, y) ∈ X × Y and some f ∈ F . 9
• Eva can move from (x, y) to (j, k) if and only if j ∈ A(x, f ) and k ∈ B(y, f ) for
some f ∈ F .
• Adam can move from (j, k) either to (xl, yl) or to (xr , yr ), provided that j = (xl, xr )
and k = (yl, yr ).
W.l.o.g. we shall assume thatA(x, f ) andB(y, f ) are never empty, hence all themaximal
plays in this game are inﬁnite. A play is winning for Eva if the sequence {(xn, yn)}n0 of
Eva’s positions along this play is such that both limsup A(xn) and limsup B(yn) are even.
The proof of the following result is easy and appears in [5].
Proposition 2.8. Lx(A) ∩ Ly(B) is not empty if and only if the position (x, y) is winning
for Eva.
9 We assume here that all the sets involved are disjoint. Hence given anAdam’s position (j, k) we can compute
the unique triple (x, y, f ) such that j ∈ A(x, f ) and k ∈ B(y, f ).
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By the previous proposition, for any two states x and y, Lx(A) ∩Ly(B) = ∅ if and only
if the position (x, y) in G(A,B) is not winning for Eva. In this case Adam has a winning
strategy, that is in any position (j, k) he chooses either the left or the right direction. It is
a standard fact that Adam’s winning strategy can be chosen to be with ﬁnite-memory, see
[36].
We represent such a strategy as a ﬁnite graph 〈S,U〉whose set of nodes is the disjoint sum
of two sets SE and SA. Each position s ∈ SE is a tuple (x, y, h) where h is a memory from
a ﬁnite set H. Consequently, we are given projection functions X(s) ∈ X and Y (s) ∈ Y .
Transitions of 〈S,U〉 are as follows: for each s = (x, y, h) ∈ SE , f ∈ F , and (j, k) ∈
A(x, f )×B(y, f ) there exists a unique vertex s′j,k ∈ SA and a transition from s to s′j,k;
each vertex sj,k ∈ SA has a unique successor in SE—i.e.,Adam’s choice—which we denote
by (sj,k); moreover if (sj,k) = (x′, y′, h′) then (j, k) → (x′, y′) is a move of G(A,B).
If Adam’s choice from sj,k is a left choice then we let (sj,k) be the modal operator©l , and
otherwise we let (sj,k) be©r .
The proof of the following lemma is easy and is left to the reader.
Lemma 2.9. For any inﬁnite path p in 〈S,U〉, the restriction {si}i0 of p to the nodes in
SE is such that limsupi A(X(si)) is odd or limsupi B(Y (si)) is odd.
2.2.2. The separation property
LetA and B be two nondeterministic automata inn+1 such that for some pair of states
(x, y)we haveLx(A)∩Ly(B) = ∅.Without loss of generality, we may assume that there is
an evenm such that A(X) and B(Y ) are both included in {m−n, . . . , m}. Let us consider
the graph 〈S,U〉 induced by an Adam’s winning strategy in G(A,B) and the set SE of
vertices of the form s = (x, y, h); we are going to deﬁne two automata C1, C2 on SE . To
this goal, let the preorder $ on SE be deﬁned saying that by s $ s′ if and only if there is a
path from s to s′. Two states s and s′ are equivalent (with respect to the equivalence induced
by the preorder $) if and only if they belong to the same strongly connected component of
〈S,U〉.
Amapping C : SE → N is deﬁned as follows. LetC be a strongly connected component
in 〈S,U〉, which contains at least one node of SE . If C is trivial (it contains only one s)
then we set C(s) = m − 1. If C is nontrivial there cannot be in C an s and an s′ with
A(X(s)) = B(Y (s′)) = m. Therefore either A never takes the value m on X(C)
or B never takes the value m on Y (C). In the ﬁrst case we set C(s) = A(X(s)). In
the second case we set C(s) = B(Y (s))+ 1. The deﬁnition of two alternating automata
C1 = 〈SE,1,C〉 and C2 = 〈SE,2,C〉 is completed by letting:
1(s, f )= ∨
j∈A(X(s),f )
∧
k∈B(Y (s),f )
(s′j,k)(s′j,k),
2(s, f )= ∧
k∈B(Y (s),f )
∨
j∈A(X(s),f )
(s′j,k)(s′j,k) .
Proposition 2.10. Both C1 and C2 are in Comp(n,n) and moreover, for any s ∈ SE ,
Ls(C1) ⊆ Ls(C2).
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Proof. Using the preorder $ on SE and the deﬁnition of C , it is easy to see that C1 and
C2 are in Comp(n,n). Since the Boolean formula∨
j∈A(X(s),f )
∧
k∈B(Y (s),f )
(s′j,k)(s′j,k)
logically implies∧
k∈B(Y (s),f )
∨
j∈A(X(s),f )
(s′j,k)(s′j,k),
we obviously have Ls(C1) ⊆ Ls(C2). 
Note that if we exchange the roles of A and B in the above construction we obtain two
automata D1 and D2. The dual automaton D˜1 of D1, which satisﬁes Ls(D˜1) = Ls(D1), is
the automaton 〈SE, ˜1,C+1〉 where C+1(s) = C(s)+ 1 and
˜1(s, f ) = ∧
k∈B(Y (s),f )
∨
j∈A(X(s),f )
(sj,k)(sj,k) .
It is easy to see that D˜1 is equivalent to C2. We shall prove that LX(s)(A) ⊆ Ls(C1) since
then
LX(s)(A) ⊆ Ls(C1) ⊆ Ls(C2) = Ls(D˜1) = Ls(D1) ⊆ LY (s)(B)
achieves the proof of the Separation Theorem.
Proposition 2.11. For any s ∈ SE , LX(s)(A) ⊆ Ls(C1).
Proof. We shall construct an Eva’s winning strategy T + inG(t, C1) given an Eva’s winning
strategy T in G(t,A).
From a position (w, s) such that (w,X(s)) has been reached playingwithT, Eva chooses
the same rule j ∈ (X(s), t (w)) shewould choose according toT. In the gameG(t, C1) 10
from the position (w, j) Adam must choose a rule k ∈ (Y (s), t (w)) and then the play
continues from position (wd, s˜), where s˜ = (s′j,k) and the direction d is determined by
©d = (s′i,j ). Since the move (w, j) → (wd,X(s˜)) is an Adam’s move, the position
(wd,X(s˜)) is necessarily reachable by playing with T: thus Eva can iterate this process.
Consider now the restriction {(wi, si)}i0 to Eva’s position of an inﬁnite play that is
the outcome of playing according to this strategy. Since the (restriction of the) inﬁnite
play {(wi,X(si))}i0 has been played according to the winning strategy T, we have that
limsupi A(X(si)) is even. It is therefore enough to show that if limsupi A(X(si)) is even
then limsupi C(si) is even as well. Let k = limsupi A(X(si)), k′ = limsupi B(Y (si)),
and let k′′ = limsupi C(si). Since from some n, the set {si | in} is included in a nontrivial
10 The game G(t,C1) has not been explicitly deﬁned, since the transition 1 is not normalized. This game is
deﬁned in the expected way, according to the syntax tree of the expression (s). Explicit deﬁnitions of this kind
of games appear in [12, Section 3], [6, Section 2], and [4, Sections 4,6].
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strongly connected component of 〈S,U〉, either k′′ = k, or k′′ = k′ + 1. If k is even, then
by Lemma 2.9, k′ is odd, thus k′′ is certainly even. 
2.2.3. The case of nondeterministic n
To complete the picture, we show that the separation property does not hold for non-
deterministic Sn languages (for n3). We give the proof for n even; the proof for n odd
is quite similar if we consider trees over the alphabet {ai, ei | 0 in − 1} instead of
{ai, ei | 1 in}.
We already know from Section 2.1 thatWn∪Kn = Mn∪Kn. If n is even and greater than
3, thenWn ∈ Pn andMn ∈ Sn. Since bothMn and Kn are recognized by nondeterministic
automata in n then so isWn ∪Kn. We will prove below thatWn ∩Kn is nondeterministic
Sn. If the separation property holds also for languages that are nondeterministicSn,Wn∩Kn
has to be in Cn−1, but we already know that this is not the case.
Proposition 2.12. If n > 2 is even,Wn ∩Kn is nondeterministic Sn.
Proof. The language Wn is the set of game-trees where Adam has a winning strategy.
Therefore this set is recognized by the nondeterministic automaton W˜n in n. Also, the
language of inﬁnite words {1, . . . , n}∗({1, . . . , n − 1} ∪ {2, . . . , n}) is recognized by a
deterministic 2 word automaton Kn.
Let us consider the direct product W˜n×Kn. It is a nondeterministic biparity automaton:
each state (q, s)with q a state of W˜n and s a state ofKn has a rank W˜ (q) ∈ {0, . . . , n−1}
(with n− 1 odd) and a rank K(s) ∈ {0, 1}. An inﬁnite play of the gameG(t, W˜n×Kn)—
whose restriction to Eva’s positions is the sequence {(wi, (qi, si))}i0—is a win (or it is
accepted) if and only if limsupi W˜ (qi) is even and limsupi K(si) = 0.
We deﬁne a new rank function × by
×(q, s) =
{
W˜ (q) if K(s) = 0,
n− 1 if K(s) = 1 .
If limsupi K(si) = 0 then for any i large enough K(si) = 0, hence ×(qi, si) = W˜ (qi)
and limsupi ×(qi, si) = limsupi A(qi). If limsupi K(si) = 1 then limsupi ×(qi, si) =
n−1,which is odd. It follows that limsupi ×(qi, si) is even if and only both limsupi W˜ (qi)
and limsupi K(si) are even. Therefore, using the rank function ×, we can transform the
biparity automaton W˜n ×Kn into an equivalent parity automaton in n. 
3. The propositional modal -calculus
In this section we extend the results obtained in the previous section for tree automata to
the propositional (uni)modal -calculus [19,4].
A modal automaton A is a tuple 〈X,,〉. X is a ﬁnite set of states or variables,  :
X → N is a rank function. For each q ∈ X, (q) is a term constructed from the literals
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a,¬a,—where a ranges over a set of propositional constantsProp—the variables inX, using
the positive Boolean operations
∨
,
∧
, the unary modal operators 〈 〉, [ ], and the modal
operator→. The arity of the operators∨,∧,→ is an arbitrary set of ﬁnite cardinality. The
relation
→Y = ∧
y∈Y
〈 〉y ∧ [ ] ∨
y∈Y
y
deﬁnes the modal operator→ 11 from 〈 〉, [ ]; these are standard from modal logic K [14].
The relations
〈 〉y =→{y,} [ ]y =→{y} ∨→∅ ,
show that the two sets of modal operations {〈 〉, [ ]} and {→} are interdeﬁnable; conse-
quently, we shall often assume that each term (q) is built using only one set of modal
operators. Taking into account that every formula of the-calculus is equivalent to a guarded
one [19] and the possibility of introducing new states in an automaton, we can also assume
that each occurrence of a variable in (q) is guarded by a single layer of modal operators.
For a formula we shall mean either a pairAq = (A, q) where q ∈ XA, or a formula of
the propositional modal -calculus as this is usually presented. The standard equivalence
between scalar and vectorial -calculi [4, Section 2.7] ensures that we can confuse these
notions. We shall also feel free to use the sloppy notationA for a formulaAq when the
designated state q is understood.
A Kripke model over the set of propositional constants Prop is a tuple 〈V,E, 〉where V
is a set of states, E ⊆ V × V is an accessibility relation between states, and  is a labeling
of states by subsets of Prop. By setting I(p) = {v ∈ V |p ∈ (v)}, we recognize in  an
interpretation of the basic propositional constants. The semantics of the operator → is as
follows: a vertex v of a Kripke model 〈V,E, 〉 satisﬁes→Y if and only if a bisimulation
step can be established between the vertex and the formula; that is, for any successor v′ of
v there is a y ∈ Y such that v′ satisﬁes y, and for any y ∈ Y there is a successor v′ of v such
that v′ satisﬁes y.
3.1. A negative result on ambiguous classes
Our ﬁrst goal is to generalize Theorem 2.2 to the modal -calculus. To this end, let
Prop = Fn = {ai, ei | i = 0, . . . , n }; we deﬁne ﬁrst a formulaTn whose Kripke models
look like the Fn-trees considered in the previous section. Consider the operator
[ ]∗y = x.( y ∧ [ ]x )
and deﬁne the formula
Tn = [ ]∗
(
〈 〉 ∧ ∨
f∈Fn
f ∧ ∧
f,g∈Fn,f =g
f ⇒ ¬g
)
.
Clearly, a rooted tree (T , r) satisﬁesTn if and only if it is a complete tree and every node
is labeled by exactly one symbol among those in Fn. LetKn be a modal formula such that,
11 This operator was introduced in [15].
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for every rooted tree (T , r) which satisﬁesTn, T , rKn if and only if on every inﬁnite
branch the set of indices visited inﬁnitely often is either included in {1, . . . , n − 1} or in
{2, . . . , n}; such a formula is in the class 2. Finally, let
Zn =Kn ∧ Tn .
The modal automatonWn has the same states and ranking function as the tree automaton
Wn presented in Section 2.1; its rules are
Wn(qj ) =
n∧
i=1
( ai ⇒ [ ]qi ∧ ei ⇒ 〈 〉qi ) .
In a similar way we can construct a modal automatonMn analogous to the tree automaton
Mn of Section 2.1.
Proposition 3.1. For every rooted tree (T , r) the relation T , rWn ∧Zn holds if and
only if the relation T , rMn∧Zn holds. Hence the two formulasWn∧Zn andMn∧Zn
are equivalent over the class of all Kripke models.
The proof is analogous to the proof of Proposition 2.3.As before, Boolean transformations
lead to the equivalenceWn ∨ ¬Zn =Mn ∨ ¬Zn and therefore to following statement.
Corollary 3.2. The formula ¬Wn ∧Zn is in the semantic class Sn ∩ Pn.
We can now derive the following proposition.
Proposition 3.3. The formula ¬Wn ∧Zn is not equivalent to any formula with proposi-
tional constants only from Fn belonging to the syntactic class Comp(n−1,n−1).
Proof. Suppose that the formula ¬Wn ∧Zn is equivalent to a formula Cq where C =
〈Q,,〉 is amodal automaton in the classComp(n−1,n−1). Construct a tree automaton
C by replacing in each term (q) modal operators according to the following rule:
〈 〉x©l x ∨©r x [ ]x©l x ∧©r x .
Such a transformation produces an alternating tree automaton C in the class
Comp(n−1,n−1) recognizing the language ¬Wn ∧Kn. According to the proof of The-
orem 2.2 this cannot be the case. 
3.2. Separation for the modal -calculus
We shall assume—without loss of generality—that each node v of a Kripke structure
K has a unique label (v) taken from the powerset F of local properties. The transition
function A of a disjunctive modal automaton associates with each state x ∈ X and each
symbol f ∈ F a set A(x, f ) of rules, possibly empty, where each rule j ∈ A(x, f ) has
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the form→Rj for some subset Rj of X. 12 In the informal development, we shall confuse
the rule j with the subset Rj . We shall prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3.4. LetA,B be two disjunctivemodal formulas in the classn with no common
model. Then there exists a modal automaton C in the class Comp(n−1,n−1) such that
bothA⇒ C and C⇒ ¬B are valid formulas.
If A = 〈X,A,A〉 and B = 〈Y,B,B〉 are two disjunctive modal automata, the
game G(A,B) for deciding emptiness is deﬁned as follows:
• In a position (x, y) ∈ X × Y Eva chooses a symbol f, a rule j ∈ A(x, f ), and a rule
k ∈ B(y, f ), and moves to (j, k).
• In a position (j, k) ∈ A(x, f )× B(y, f )Adam chooses either x′ ∈ j and moves to
(x′, j), or chooses y′ ∈ k and moves to (j, y′).
• In position (x′, k) Eva chooses y′ ∈ k and moves to (x′, y′). In a position (j, y′) Eva
chooses x′ ∈ j and moves to (x′, y′).
As usual, this is a biparity game where, for an inﬁnite path {pi}i0, Eva wins if and only
if both limsupi A(X(pi)) and limsupi B(Y (pi)) are even. Moreover, a proof of the
following result can be found in [27].
Proposition 3.5. There exists a Kripke modelM and a state v such that
M, vAx ∧By
if and only if Eva has a winning strategy from position (x, y) in the game G(A,B).
Observe that the positions of this game have four different shapes: they are pairs of
states (x, y), pairs of rules (j, k), left positions (x, k), and right positions (j, y). If 〈S,U〉
is the graph of an Adam’s winning strategy in G(A,B), then we distinguish accordingly
its vertexes by indexing them by the positions of the game they are related to: thus we
have vertexes sx,y , sj,k , sx,k , and sj,y . The structure of the graph 〈S,U〉 is then described as
follows: for any sx,y , f ∈ F , and any (j, k) ∈ A(x, f )× B(y, f ), there exists a unique
successor of sx,y having the form s′j,k . For each sj,k there exists a unique successor—Adam’s
deterministic choice—(sj,k) of sj,k and this is a left choice (sj,k) = s′x,k , or a right choice
(sj,k) = s′j,y . For each vertex sx,k and each y ∈ k there is a unique successor s′x,y . For each
vertex sj,y and each x ∈ j there is a unique successor s′x,y .
Our next goal is to deﬁne separating modal automata C1,C2 on the subset SP ⊆ S of
nodes the form sx,y . For each node of the form sj,k , we deﬁne the modal expressionM(sj,k)
as follows: if (sj,k) = s′x,k is a left choice then we let
M(sj,k) = 〈 〉 ∧
y∈k
s′′x,y .
12 To be precise, the transition function of such an automaton is deﬁned by A(x) = ∧f∈F f ⇒ A(x, f ),
where A(x, f ) has the form
∨
j → Rj .
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Otherwise, if (sj,k) = s′j,y is a right choice, we let
M(sj,k) = [ ] ∨
x∈j
s′′x,y .
We deﬁne C : SP → N as in the case of trees. The modal automata C1 = 〈SP ,1,C〉
and C2 = 〈SP ,2,C〉 in Comp(n,n) are deﬁned as follows:
1(sx,y, f )= ∨
j∈A(x,f )
∧
k∈B(y,f )
M(s′j,k),
2(sx,y, f )= ∧
k∈B(y,f )
∨
j∈A(x,f )
M(s′j,k) .
Note that in the above deﬁnition, a union over an empty set is equal to⊥ and an intersection
over an empty set is equal to .
Observe that (in every interpretation) C1sC2s , and that the dual of C2 is the automaton
D1 obtained as C1 by exchanging the role ofA andB. Therefore, in order to establish the
chain of inequalities
AxC1sx,yC
2
sx,y
= ¬D1sy,x¬By ,
and proving Theorem 3.4, it will be enough to prove the following proposition.
Proposition 3.6. For any Kripke model M and any state v of M, if M, vAx , then
M, vC1sx,y too.
Proof. To prove the proposition, we deﬁne a local strategy for Eva in the gameG(M,C1)
from each position (v, sx,y) given an Eva’s winning strategy T in the gameG(M,A) from
position (v, x).
Suppose that (v, x) has been reached by playing with T; from a position (v, sx,y) Eva
chooses the same rule j ∈ ((v), x) shewould choose according toT.ThegameG(M,C1)
continues withAdam choosing a rule k ∈ ((v), y) and ends in the position (v,M(s′j,k)).
We must describe how Eva can fulﬁll the local condition vM(s′j,k) and iterate the process.
There are two cases.
If (s′j,k) = tx′,k is a left choice, then M(s′j,k) = 〈 〉
∧
y′∈k t ′x′,y′ . Since (v,→j) is a
position reached with T and x′ ∈ j , v〈 〉x′. Hence there exists a transition v → v′ such
that the position (v′, x′) is reached by T. It follows that the same transition v → v′ inM
is such that for every y′ ∈ k (v′, x′) is reachable with T—the last statement implying that
Eva can iterate this process from (v′, t ′
x′,y′).
If (s′j,k) = tj,y′ is a right choice, then M(s′j,k) = [ ]
∨
x′∈j t ′x′,y′ . Since (v,→j) is a
position reached with T, v[ ]∨x′∈j x′. Therefore if v → v′ is a transition of M, then
there exists x′ ∈ j such that (v′, x′) is reachable with T. It follows that for every transition
v → v′ ofM there exists x′ ∈ j such that Eva can iterate the local strategy from (v′, t ′
x′,y′).
Eva’s local strategy consists in iterating this process.We show that this strategy iswinning:
let {(vi, sxi ,yi )}i0 be an inﬁnite play played according to this strategy. Since the inﬁnite
play {(vi, xi)}i0 has been played according to the winning strategy T, limsupi A(xi) is
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even. It is therefore enough to argue that is limsupi A(xi) is even, then limsupi C
1
(sxi ,yi )
is also even. This is done as in the proof of Proposition 2.11. 
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